Synthesis of tailored organic-inorganic nanostructures by charge controlled coagulation
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Based on charge controlled coagulation between monomer droplets and core particles, precisely tailored nano-composites, consisting of polymer coated core particles are synthesised.

Continuous polymer coatings do mainly have protective properties. Depending on the shell morphology, a highly sensitive or reactive core particle can be protected from uncontrolled reactions or can be completely encapsulated from ambiance. At the same time a tailored polymer shell can be employed to realize a controlled core particle reaction. By influencing the shell thickness, it is possible to directly modify release kinetics of an active core substance. Therefore, a simple method to control the shell thickness of the generated particle systems is strongly desired.

We will present such a method of controlled coating with enclosed polymer layers. Usually hybrid nanostructures are generated in liquid phase processes (Nabhi et al.). However, aerosol processes offer certain advantages, such as high product purity etc. In our case, by means of attractive interactions between gasborne, electrically charged core particles and inversely charged monomer droplets, selective agglomeration is enforced. At the same time repulsive forces interact between charges of the same polarity. Hence agglomeration among core particles or droplets respectively, is kinetically inhibited. The principle of selective agglomeration between inversely charged droplets or particles is not new (Borra et al., Maisels et al.), but processes taking advantage of selective agglomeration to generate coating structures are rare. Once particles collide with droplets, these will wet the particle surface completely to form an enclosed shell. This shell is polymerized afterwards. Thereby, assuming that one droplet wets one core particle, the droplet size determines the shell thickness. Hence a polymeric shell onto a core particle of the desired thickness can be generated by producing monomer droplets of a definite size.

To do experimental studies on the generation of tailored hybrid nanoparticles, monodisperse silica particles with 150 nm in diameter were chosen as model core particles. Silica particles are brought into gas phase by spraying an aqueous particle suspension and subsequent drying. The charging step takes place in a corona charger. By applying positive high voltage potential, core particles gain multiple positive charges during this charging step. Monomer droplets are generated by atomizing a solution, consisting of butyl acrylate and photo initiator. Subsequently monomer droplets of the desired droplet size are classified in a DMA at constant voltage. These monodisperse droplets were charged in a second corona charger but with inverse, thus negative polarity. Core and coating material aerosols were mixed in number ratio of 1:1 to achieve coagulation of one droplet with one core particle and therefore to minimize the occurrence of multiple or uncoated core particles. The mixed aerosol is passed through a residence time volume to ensure coagulation and core particle wetting. The homogeneous monomer coating is then directly photo polymerized by irradiation with UV light to form a solid, polymeric shell. To provide coating evidence, the size increase of the core particle size due to the polymer shell is measured in a conventional tandem DMA setup. Supplementary the hybrid particles are analysed visually via transmission electron micrographs.

Shell thickness measurements for several droplet sizes, by tandem DMA and visual analysis will be presented. Those measurements were compared with theoretical calculated shell thickness, from droplet size. The experimentally determined shell thicknesses agreed well with theoretically expected values.
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